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Abstract
Based   on   the   idea   that   public   art   reflects  cultural   values   and   is   meant,   not   as  many   have   argued   as 
 a   means   of   teaching   history,   but   rather  as   a   means   of   promoting   cultural   ideals,    public   art   serves 
 a   role   in   lauding   people   and   behaviors  and   reflects   a n important facet in the  creation  of   a   national 
 identity   and   ethos. Further,   that   in   this  function   of   promoting   societal   norms,   public  art   serves   as 
an  iconography  of   a “civil  religion”   which  tell s  a   story   to   the   citizenry   about  what   a   given 
 country   admires,   reveres   and   aspires   to  and   promotes   a   specific   moral   narrative  regarding   a 
 country   and   its   people.   Thus,   public   art  forms   an   iconography   reflecting   the   norms  of   the   “civil
 religion”   and   its   related   mores,   morals  and   ethical   values.     

Key Words: Public Art, Identity, Civil Religion, Built Environment, Dimensions of Religion,
Northern Ireland, Belfast Agreement, South Africa, Truth and Reconciliation Commission
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1.0 Introduction
“Art is, among other things, both the terrain of, and often a weapon in, the culture wars that course
through societies. This is, of course, especially true of public art- the art chosen self-consciously by public
institutions to symbolize the public order and to inculcate in its viewers appropriate attitudes toward that
order.” (Levinson p38)

Viscerally, the individual understands that public art has the power to tell us who does and does
not belong in the public sphere. However, as strongly as one side argues that a statue sanctifying
a historic figure excludes them from the public sphere, another group argues for the preservation
of history. This thesis examines how public art exists in public spaces and its role in conveying
cultural norms. Who, what and how people and groups are depicted in public art conveys clear
messages about the power dynamics of the organizations erecting the work and their access to
public funds and/or public property. Who, what and how people and groups are depicted in
public art reflects socio-historical narratives about appropriate depictions of these people(s) and
reinforces existing power dynamics through publicly supported imagery.

Public art reflects cultural values and is meant to provide visual representations that reinforce
social mores and ethics. Decisions about who and how they are depicted in the public spaces
strongly reflects power dynamics and societal norms. Given that public art is displayed in public
places, public art and its depictions have the power to send strong messages about who belongs
and who does not, not only in that specific space, but also within society more generally. While
one group argues that public art has the power to exclude, the other group maintains that public
art is an artifact of history worth preserving and/or serves to teach history to future generations.
However,  claims regarding the preservation of history and transmission of history ignore the fact
that history is not neutral or apolitical and instead reflects the values, ideals and concerns of
those writing it. The very process of creating history is political and reflects power dynamics and
ideas about the proper ordering of society. By insisting that controversial public art is in fact an
artifact of history worth preserving, those in favor of this argument are truly advocating for the
preservation of the cultural norms reflected in the public art in question and the power dynamics
espoused.

As stated, the idea that public art serves a role beyond memorializing or mere aesthetics is
instinctively understood, but has, as yet, remained unarticulated as a coherent concept. This
thesis explores how public art uses cultural symbols to convey messages about shared histories,
social narratives and identity. Initially intended to explore the importance of removing public art
that was hagiographic of or laudatory towards negative historic figures or traumatic events while
providing best case practices for dealing with the physical and visual remnants of previous eras,
this thesis has instead evolved to propose a new framework for understanding the role of public
art in society. Thus, starting from the idea that public art has the power to indicate who is
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included and excluded, this thesis examines the various components of public art, the built
environment, identity and social cohesion. This has led to the creation of a completely new
framework for understanding public art as a visual manifestation of civil religion iconography
where public art uses understood symbols to convey cultural narratives regarding shared identity,
group cohesion, social values and belonging.

The remainder of the introductory section 1 explores this topic’s relevance, defines the aims of
this paper,  explores previous research and explains the process of case study selection. Section 1
also includes a discussion of the research methods and theory which form the basis for this
analysis. Section 2 defines fundamental concepts to the proposed framework like civil religion,
the dimensions of religion, public art, the built environment and universal design which are
essential in  understanding the framework as laid out in section 3. Section 3 merges the theory
with the varied concepts defined in section 2 and provides a clear foundation for and justification
of the proposed theoretical framework. Sections 4 and 5 focus on case studies which are included
to show how the proposed theoretical framework of public art as a function of civil religion
iconography works in context even when those treating public art as a key factor in identity
creation and cultural narrative formation do not explicitly refer to public art as civil religion
iconography. Section 4 examines how the architects of the Northern Ireland peace process
understood public art to be a key factor in healing sectarian divides and the approach to resolving
public art concerns within the region. Section 5 explores South Africa’s approach to public art
following the end of apartheid, recommendations from the Truth and Reconciliation Commission
and the importance the commission places on public art within the SA nation. Section 6 gives
concluding analysis and proposes new avenues of research and understanding for future studies.

1.1 Relevance
In the face of 2020’s intensive Black Lives Matter protest and the resulting destruction and
removal of public art globally that reflects reverence for either a racist or colonial past, the role
of public art has striking immediacy. Different countries have handled this in different ways, the
US, Canada, Spain and others, have until now largely ignored on a national level public art
dedicated in a flattering manner to negative historical events and figures. This contrasts with
countries like Bulgaria and Germany, where this type of public art has largely been removed or
purposefully defaced as part of a larger cultural healing which has included forming new cultural
norms and a new “civic religion”. There is also the discursive or conversational approach as
adopted by South Africa (and to a lesser extent Northern Ireland), where colonial and apartheid
era public art remains in place, but local communities are actively encouraged in erecting works
that reflect and have dialogue with the original work creating a new dynamic and reimagining
how the existing works interact with post-apartheid South African expressions.

1.2 Previous Research
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While previous research has not explicitly addressed public art as part of civil religion, many
researchers in a variety of fields from marketing to sociology to urban planning, have examined
the roles of public art in enforcing cultural norms and expectations, in disseminating political and
cultural ideals and in contributing to the creation of national identity. Recognizing public art as a
key cultural indicator of the urban landscape and as a symbolic communication of aesthetics,
cultural norms and social values, Zhi Guo Li and Jing Sun examine how public art expresses and
communicates public culture and shared cultural norms via “the advancement of public social
history and culture.” (Li & Sun) Their article, “Public Art and Contemporary Urban Culture –
Research of Embodiment of Core Value of Urban Public Art in the Construction of Urban
Culture'', argues that public art is a reflection of “visual identity” or more aptly is a visual and
symbolic representation of cultural ideals. This work provided insights into how the built
environment affects identity creation through the use of understood cultural symbols.

In “Does Cultural Policy Matter in Public-Art Production? The Netherlands and Flanders
Compared, 1945-present”, Martin Zebracki examines how cultural policies affect the production
of public art in two linguistically and culturally similar areas, Flanders and the Netherlands,
which have divergent national identities and political systems. This article examines the role of
the state, cultural norms and ideas on urban planning and how that is affected by attempts at
cultural planning. While in “Real Participation or the Tyranny of Participatory Practice? Public
Art and Community Involvement in the Regeneration of the Raploch, Scotland”, Vena Louis
Pollock examines how changing attitudes towards participation in policy making and decisions
by community members, as opposed to more institutional stakeholders, affects community
attitudes towards public art and public art development. Further, this article explores power
dynamics between community members and more traditional institutional stakeholders and the
ability of community members to have real versus token input. These works aided in the
understanding of how public policy decisions directly affect public art production and the
messages this art contains.

In perhaps the article most closely related to this thesis, Robert L Heath and Damion Wayner’s
“Public relations intersections: Statues, monuments, and narrative continuity”, argues that public
art is part of a narrative continuity and constitutes a form of civil society cohesion created
through shared storytelling creating and recreating a common history and thus common origin
and culture. Seen from the lens of public relations and the psychology of branding, the authors
argue that public art is visual branding and evokes community morals, ethics and norms by using
understood symbols and cultural iconography.  While “In whose honor? On Monuments, Public
Spaces,
Historical Narratives, and Memory”, authors Gwendolyn W. Saul and Diana E. Marsh discuss
how public art is intended to affect the viewer's life emotionally, intellectually and physically
through curation of historical narratives. The authors are very clear that public art, especially
monuments and memorials are subject to political and power dynamics and that the resulting
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product has a very specific point of view that it is intending to instill in the viewer. Further,
because public art is meant to endure, these narratives are meant to transcend time and continue
to influence cultural discourse and social norms. Both of these articles proved fundamental in
developing the argument that public art acts as culturally understood iconography by utilizing
symbols embedded in social contexts.

The book, Places of Public Memory: The Rhetoric of Museums and Memorials by Greg
Dickinson, Carole Blair and Brian L. Ott, lays out a complex argument regarding public art as a
rhetorical device used to impart specific ideals about civic culture and affect civil identity. This
work specifically addresses the role of public art as a symbolic form that rhetorically relates to
cultural narratives and their role in creating shared identity and enforcing social cohesion.
Sanford Levinson, in Written in Stone: Public Monuments in Changing Societies, examines how
public art is chosen via a clearly political process influenced by social norms and power
dynamics to represent ideals about “public order” and to instruct the viewer as to proper ideals
and attitudes. Dickinson et al’s arguments regarding narrative forms aided in the development of
ideas regarding public art as symbolic representations of culturally understood messages, while
Levinson’s work provided a cogent link between cultural ideals and power dynamics and how
that is conveyed in public art.

1.3 Aim
To propose a new theory that public art is the iconographic representation of civil religion and is
fundamental in creating a macro-national/civic identity. That public art contributes to the
symbolism of civil religion and its ability to create a shared identity and how the representation
of that art matters with regards to identity and social cohesion especially if such art positively
promotes a traumatic past.

1.4 Thesis Question
With the understanding of public art as a highly visible aspect of civil religion where public art
serves a narrative function within civil religion to convey cultural norms and national ideals
while fostering clear concepts of inclusion/exclusion, what are the appropriate ways for countries
to deal with traumatic pasts and complex or negative historical figures and their potentially
hagiographic art depictions?

1.5 Theory
Identity theory is today considered a unified theory merging what had been competing theories
from the worlds of psychology (social identity theory) and sociology (identity theory). Thus,
identity theory can be treated as a unified whole and acts as an umbrella theory under which
specific sub-aspects can be examined as part of the larger whole and where specific sub-aspects
of the theory may be used as needed independently. The identity theory framework is comprised
of:
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● Identity Theory
○ Social Identity Theory
○ Cultural Identity Theory
○ National Identity Theory
○ Civic/Democratic Identity Theory

At their core, all aspects of identity theory examine how individual identity is formed within the
context of group settings.

Identity theory developed from the idea of assuming roles and that the individual adopts the
habits and characteristics associated with that role1. The individual becomes an identity2 by
behaving in ways coherent with that identity as expected by the group (whether at the
interpersonal, cultural, national or international level). For example, when an individual becomes
a mother, they must internalize that identity and that internalization is aided by adopting
behaviors that the individual assumes to be key aspects to that role as defined by family
(interpersonal) and group (cultural) norms. Thus, by following the socially expected aspects of
the role of motherhood, the individual comes to reflect that identity and integrates it in a
cohesive manner following socially prescribed norms.

Prior to the merging of competing theories regarding identity creation, academic focus was on
where identity was formed. In traditional identity theory, identity is formed internally in reaction
to social cues and norms (explicit and implicit) regarding the correct way to assume and manifest
a given identity. In traditional social identity theory, identity is formed in a reiterative process
affected by in and out group dynamics. At issue was whether identity theory was purely an
internalized, individual process or whether the roles adopted and the resulting identity created
were affected by structure with structure meaning the larger society and the feedback of
information from other people regarding the role and it’s adoption.

From the late 1990s until 2016, the two opposing views of how identity theory and role
development functioned raged. One side (identity theorists) arguing that it was purely an
internalized, reflective process, while the other side (social identity theorists) argued that it was a
reactive process involving feedback from others and verification of those within the structure of
the individual’s identity, thus making role adoption a relational process. Ultimately, in 2016, it
was determined that identity creation is both internally created to reflect cognitive cohesion and
emotional stability and externally created in response to interpersonal interactions where the
identity is approved, reinforced, challenged or altered. Thus, the matter was settled with the

2 “An identity is the set of meanings that define who one is when one is an occupant of a particular role in society, a
member of a particular group, or claims particular characteristics that identify him or her as a unique person.”
(Burke & Stets 2009)

1 “In identity theory, individuals act on the basis of their identity meanings, and they regulate the meanings of their
behavior so that those meanings are consistent with their identity meanings. An inconsistency produces negative
emotions and motivates individuals to behave differently to produce outcomes that will better match their identity
meanings.” (Stets & Carter)
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realization that identity creation is both an individual, reflexive process, but that it is
fundamentally affected by societal structures and group feedback and is also a relational process.
That ultimately identity creation is not an either or, it is a both and.

Further, there is growing consensus that social identity theory is an extension of identity theory
and more fully focuses on the societal structure that bolster identity and its relational processes.
This means that there is no need to necessarily pick between “flavors” of identity theory like
social identity theory, cultural identity theory and national identity theory. That these sub theories
are really smaller pieces of a larger framework. In unifying identity theory as an overarching
framework reflecting the two divergent traditions, academics were able to merge two key aspects
of identity creation that do not compete, but rather enhance how identity creation is examined
and reflects both the internal, emotional aspects of identity formation and the external, structural
and relational aspects of identity creation.

1.5.1 Social Identity Theory
Social Identity Theory (hereafter SIT) looks less at how the individual creates identity in relation
to internalized norms regarding how an identity should be manifested using appropriate
behaviors and attitudes and instead looks at how identity is formed in relation to others. SIT
involves examining how group norms interact with the individual to create self. A key aspect of
SIT is in-groups and out-groups, where the individual acts to maintain membership in a group
through adopting the required identity cues of the group and in opposition to the identity cues of
the out-group3.

1.5.2 Cultural Identity Theory
In Cultural Identity Theory (hereafter CIT), while understanding identity as a creation of self
with relation to internalized understanding of appropriate behaviors and attitudes of an assumed
role, the emphasis moves from more interpersonally communicated norms to norms at the
cultural or ethnic level. Thus, CIT focuses on how the individual creates an identity in relation to
the norms of the group that the individual belongs to or is attempting to join4.

1.5.3 National Identity Theory
National Identity Theory (hereafter NIT) refers to the process by which an individual assumes
the identity of a member of a given nation-state5. To that end, the individual must understand

5 “There are...at least even dimensions to national identity: psychological, cultural, antiquity, original, historical,
territorial, and political.” (Verdugo & Milne p6)

4 “CIT scholars note[d] that cultural identities become evident through social comparison. In other words, speakers
compare the status position of their own groups to those of other groups.” (Littlejohn & Foss)

3 “[S]ocial identity theory describes processes of social categorization into groups, followed by social comparison
between these groups by people who define and identify themselves as members of one of these groups (a process of
social identification). More specifically, the theory proposes that we derive value from our group memberships to the
extent that we can compare our own group positively with others, and that we are therefore motivated to gain and
maintain a sense of positive group distinctiveness from the other group(s) to which we do not belong, and against
which we compare our own group.” (Spears)
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what the expectations of appropriate behavior and attitudes for true “belonging” and for accurate
representation of the national identity. This includes deeply understanding the history of the
country- especially its mythologized form-, recognizing national heroic figures and the lessons
their lives impart, and personal historic ties to the nation-state6.

1.5.4 Civic/Democratic Identity Theory
Civic Identity Theory7, also used interchangeably with Democratic Identity Theory and in this
text using Democratic Identity (hereafter DIT) to avoid confusion with CIT, addresses how ideals
regarding appropriate civil society participation are transmitted and defined. Scholars
differentiate between NIT and DIT by including ideas about who belongs given historic, ethnic
and linguistic ties in NIT8; where DIT is characterized by emphasis on shared values, an
understanding of shared goals and the nation-state’s legitimacy due to citizen’s willing
participation in civil society and governmental institutions9.

1.5.5 Using Identity Theory
Identity theory is used in a number of ways within this thesis. First, identity theory in its role as
an umbrella theory relies on the feedback loop as hypothesised by Stets and Carter where:

“(1) the identity standard (the meanings of an identity); (2) output (behavior) in the situation; (3)
perceptual input of meanings from the situation, including how persons think others see them (reflected
appraisals); (4) a process that compares the perceptual input with the identity standard (the comparator);
and (5) emotions that immediately result from the comparison process.” (Stets & Carter)

Within the above feedback loop, identity creation is an ongoing iterative and reactive process
that occurs within the structure10 of the society to which the individual belongs. A key aspect of
identity creation is responding to understood messages that the individual receives both actively
(from interactions with other people or through overt messaging) and passively from cues in their
environment regarding how well the identity is being performed.

10 “Identities are multifaceted and entail individual, interpersonal, and social processes embedded within social
structures.” (Davis et al p 254)

9 “Civic identity is a form of identity where membership in a geopolitical entity is unfettered by ethnicity or culture.
Instead, it is based on a set of shared values about rights and the legitimacy of State institutions to govern. The
State’s political legitimacy is derived from citizens’ participation in many social institutions.” (Verdugo & Milne p5)

8 “Essentialist scholars of national identity view national identity as fixed, based on ancestry, a common language,
history, ethnicity and world views.” (Verdugo & Milne p4)

7 “Civic identity lies at the heart of common notions of citizenship and civic participation. A sense of civic identity
leads people to volunteer to help their neighbors and their neighbors’ children, vote in local and national elections,
join the military and risk their lives to protect national interests, and pay taxes to provide for fellow citizens who are
unable to earn enough to pay for housing, food, and medical care. The sense of oneself as a civic actor empowers
political discussion, protest of governmental policies judged unfair or illegal, and participation in many facets of
political life. Civic identity infuses meaning in, and provides the motivation for civic behavior.” (Hart et al)

6 “Scholars tend to agree that national identity is a sense of ‘belonging’ to a nation or state, something we will refer
to as a geopolitical entity in order to avoid confusion. Moreover, many would agree that this sense of belonging is
affected by many factors, including relational, normative, contextual, kinship, and historical factors.” (Verdugo &
Milne p2)
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Second, identity theory is used in the sense of CIT where culture informs identity through widely
understood social narratives and attitudes and the transmission of cultural norms and mores.
Within the context of CIT, individuals gain identity and acceptance within the group by showing
knowledge of the appropriate cultural signifiers from language usage to imagery to clothing
choices to adopting expected behaviors.  In the context of this thesis, CIT is essential to
understanding how public art is able to function as civil religion iconography by reflecting
culturally understood narratives using culturally understood symbolism. CIT may be a meso or a
macro identity depending on context, where at the meso level sub-cultures like the Punk scene
are situated and at the macro level where linguistic, ethnic or religious groups create cohesion.

Third, identity theory focusing on NIT and DIT is essential to understanding the level at which
this identity plays a role in the individual’s life. Identities can exist in a variety of hierarchies
from exclusionary (where identities compete and are in direct conflict) to complimentary to
saliency (meaning the the primary or most important identity at a given moment may depend on
context). DIT is meant to be a meso identity that works at the interpersonal level within the
community context to contribute to civil society cohesion and is an identity that is thought to
provide legitimacy to the government of the nation-state. DIT identities11 are meant to promote
belonging to and responsibilities towards others with whom weak social bonds are shared (in
effect strangers with whom a neighborhood, city, or nation is shared) and is intended to be a
complimentary identity that does not compete with, supersede or subsume other identities. NIT is
meant to be a macro identity and is mean to have primacy over CIT creating loyalty to the
nation-state over loyalty to ethnic/cultural affiliations (in contexts where NIT and CIT are not
synonymous) and where DIT is meant to strengthen NIT by fostering a greater sense of
responsibility to other members of the nation-state (aka towards their fellow citizens).

Lastly, SIT provides understanding of how the varying aspects of identity (CIT, NIT, DIT)
interplay to create strong messages about belonging. In its role as an iconographic representation
of civil religion, public art affects the built environment and messages about who does and does
not belong in a given space, to that end public art has strong in-group and out-group messages.

1.6 Research Method
The paper consists of qualitative methods focusing on literature review and analysis of primary
source materials. For the introductory sections 1 and 2, in which key foundations are laid down
regarding theory, terminology and essential concepts, the focus is on literature review examining
how these ideas have been developed and are used. Section 3 lays out the structure of the
proposed theoretical framework by building on the ideas defined in section 2 and arguing the

11 “[C]ivic identity is best understood as a set of beliefs and emotions about oneself as a participant in civic life.
Forms of participation overlap with the actions characteristic of citizenship, and consequently may include voting,
holding or running for political office, jury duty, and so on. These forms of participation can be associated with
strongly held views of the self.” (Hart et al)
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case for their interaction within the context of identity theory. To that end, literature is used to
provide evidence to support the thesis that public art functions as civil religion iconography and
has a fundamental role in identity creation.

For the case study sections, which are used to illustrate the recognized importance of public art
in identity creation, focus is on analysing how the varying aspects of civil religion, identity
theory and public art intersect and primary source documents from government agencies
responsible for creating new policies and standards that reflect the massive change in their
respective societies have been used.

For Northern Ireland, this involved examining primary source material from the Arts Council of
Northern Ireland (ACNI) which is responsible for fostering art in all its forms in Northern
Ireland and which sets the agenda for public art within the region. Further key works such as:

● Tony Crowley’s “Hegemonic Shifts: The Latest from the Walls of North Ireland”;
● Bill Rolston’s “Re-imaging: Mural painting and the state in Northern Ireland”;
● Hillary Downey and John F. Sherry Jr.’s “Public art and ritual transformation in Northern

Ireland”; and,
● Bree T. Hocking’s incredibly detailed book, The Great Reimagining: Public Art, Urban

Space, and Symbolic Landscapes of a ‘New’ Northern Ireland,
were relied upon heavily for deeper understanding of how ACNI’s policies ultimately manifested
and how those policies were understood and the perceptions behind their intention.

Like the analysis of Northern Ireland, the case study for South African relied primarily on the
findings and recommendations of a government body, in this instance the 6 volumes of the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission Final Report. Other key texts included:

● Zayd Minty’s “Post-apartheid Public Art in Cape Town: Symbolic Reparations and
Public Space”;

● Kim Gurney’s “Zombie monument: Public art and performing the present”; and,
● Orli Bass and Jennifer Hougton’s “Street Names and Statues: the Identity Politics of

Naming and Public Art in Contemporary Durban”
provided context on how the public art debate has continued following the 1998 and 2003
recommendations from the final report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.

As for the use of identity theory and its permutations, works by Neil Ferguson and Shelly
McKeown, “Social Identity Theory and Intergroup Conflict in Northern Ireland”; and by Inez
Meyer, Kevin Durrheim, and Don Foster “Social Identity Theory as a Theory of Change: The
Case of South Africa”, provided valuable insights into how identity interplays with conflict and
the feeling of belonging or not belonging in a given space due to the built environment, and most
specifically the public art there.
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1.7 Case Study Selection
In selecting the case studies for examining the intersection between identity, civil religion and
public art, there were a myriad of options. From examples from WWII which reflect the end of
the regimes of Mussolini and Hitler to more recent examples like the removal of colonial statues
in Canada to the removal of statues in Iraq at the end of Saddam Hussein’s regime. However,
some of those options are now over 80 years old (those from WWII) and others were more
spontaneous in nature (Iraq and Canada). Preference went towards selecting case studies that
were not only more contemporary, but which were more considered and where there exists a
written record and institutional memory behind the choices made. Thus, South Africa and
Northern Ireland were selected given the more recent nature of their decisions regarding public
art and the extensive institution record that exists. Further, in both instances, the government was
explicit in the understanding that public art affected identity creation and the sense of
membership in the nation-state.

South Africa, which only ended apartheid and experienced fully democractic elections in 1994,
began the process of dismantling apartheid and its supporting structural systems and reimagining
what South Africa could look like via the formation of the Truth and Reconciliation Committee
(hereafter, TRC). The TRC not only had months of deliberative hearings, but it also kept
extensive records, published final reports and concluded with a series of recommendations on
how South Africa and South Africans could move forward. This record, especially the
recommendations, allows a detailed view of how the TRC understood the roles of identity,
culture and public art as essential factors in the reconciliation process and in the creation of a
new, shared national South African Identity.

Similar to South Africa, the Belfast Agreement (also called the Good Friday Agreement) dates
back to 1998, coming into effect in 1999. Like South Africa, there are extensive records showing
how the political leaders of the two primary Northern Ireland political parties, local communities
and a variety of organizations understood the importance of altering the visual landscape to
reflect a new shared Northern Irish identity. Of especially importance, is that the legislative act
formalizing adoption of the Belfast Agreement included language mandating that government
bodies consider equality and good intragroup relations when making policy decisions12, this is
assumed to extend to the realm of public art as a function of state power expression. While
political leaders on both sides publicly acknowledged the need to change the symbolic meanings
reflected in existing public art (most especially as reflected in the region’s extensive mural
tradition), the actual process of altering the public art was largely spearheaded by two groups (1)
local branches of Sinn Fein and (2) the Arts Council of Northern Ireland (hereafter ACNI).
While extensive records from the Sinn Fein side do not exist, there are, as previously stated,
many examples of Sinn Fein leaders speaking in public contexts- speeches, interviews, address

12 “Under Section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act of 1998, the implementing legislation of the Agreement, all public
bodies are legally bound to consider equality of opportunity in policy decisions having an impact on a range of
social groups, and good relations between them must be promoted.” (Hocking p28)
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to parliament- explaining the importance of altering the visual landscape to be more inclusive
and less sectarian in nature. Further, ACNI has extensive records regarding best policy and
practices surrounding new public art and replacing or reimagining existing public art.

2.0 Understanding Key Elements of the
Proposed Theoretical Framework

2.1 Defining Civil Religion
Civil religion is the “public profession of faith that aims to inculcate political values and that
prescribes dogma, rites, and rituals for citizens of a particular country” (Swaine) and provides
“national meaning”. (Bellah p 47) In practice, this looks like the amalgamation of songs,
symbols, public rituals and mythos that are created to form a shared set of proscribed meanings13.
Prime examples are national holidays, national anthems, national cemeteries for war dead,
mythologized foundational histories (aka national origin stories), mythologized historical figures
(aka saints, martyrs and heroes), flags, statues, memorials, and public buildings (presidential
palaces, parliamentary buildings, etc)14.

It is essential for the purposes of this paper, to understand that civil religion “express[es] what
those who set the precedents felt was appropriate under the circumstances. It reflected their
private as well as public views”, (Bellah p 46) and thus reflects both tradition and historical
power dynamics which supported and allowed for the codification of that tradition. Civil religion
acts as “a deliberate justification of citizens’ solidarity with their state by referring to higher,
unquestionable principles” (Hvithamar & Warburg p 2) and “represents the state being given
legitimacy through the divine rather than turning the state into something divine in and of itself”.
(Fuist & Williams) This means that civil religion acts as an overarching raison d’etre that helps
defines citizens’ affiliation with the state and justifies the state’s existence and power15. Further,
civil religion fosters shared meaning that does not demand citizens renounce previous affiliations
while still allowing for a shared identity16.

16 “[T]hus there appears to be agreement that civil religion is most useful when understood pluralistically, as
something that represents both unity and coercion – an inclusive vision and an exclusive proclamation.” (Fuist &
Williams)

15 Civil religion functions “to foster sentiments of sociability and a love of public duties among citizens, extending
those bonds throughout a citizenry and its membership. Civil religion identifies gods and tutelary benefactors to
assist with that great aim, and its successful inculcation is supposed to help maintain stability, order, and prosperity
for the country” (Swaine)

14 “Including a transcendent collective memory, cults around national heroes, sacred writings, rituals reinforcing the
social order, and civil religious virtuosos”. (Fuist & Williams)

13 “[A] conglomerate of myths, rituals, symbols and texts that hallow the people or the nation by reference to
something transcendental”. (Hvithamar & Warburg p 4)
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The modern concept of civil religion is first defined by Robert Bellah in his seminal 1967 article
for Daedalus, “Civil Religion in American17.” Drawing upon Enlightenment thinkers who strove
to define the nation-state and its members beyond pre-Enlightenment concepts of “divine right”
and “subjecthood” (Sredanovic), Bellah articulates an idea about how nation-states go about
creating new forms of shared identity, group cohesion and citizenship.

Prior to the Enlightenment and the emergence of nation-states as discrete entities, people were
subjects and had adherence to monarchs18 in power via “divine right” and the feudal system.
Allegiance was directed at the monarch (or in some instances church leaders) and as borders
shifted and dynastic changes altered allegiances, the subjects' allegiance was expected to follow.
A country’s borders were more amorphous and depended on the “ownership” of the monarch
who often quite literally thought of the countries over which they held dominion as personal
possessions. Further, adherence to specific ideals or norms to foster shared identity and
demonstrate allegiance to the monarch were not necessarily demanded of the general populace,
instead acceptance of the current order as “natural” and “reflective of God’s will” was
demanded. At an individual level, people had allegiance to group identities through geography,
ethnicity, religion and language; emphasis was on local, regional or ethnic identities over as yet
to emerge national identities.

With the American and the French Revolutions, the concept of nation-state became a reality and
over the following 100 years, Europe and Latin America saw what had been empires devolve
into individualized nation-states with closely defined borders based on ideas regarding language,
shared history, religion and geography. For example, as the western branch of the Hapsburg
monarchy collapsed under the weight of inbreeding, its constituent parts demanded autonomy
leading to the creation of Spain, Portugal, the Netherlands and Belgium as discrete nations as
opposed to extensions of the larger Hapsburg empire. Following the invasion of Spain by France
in 1808, sentiment in Spain’s new world colonies meant that citizens refused to follow the
previous concepts of “divine right”, “natural order”, and “subjecthood” and switch allegiance
from Spain to France after the French conquest. In essence, they refused to see their territories as
property easily passed from one owner to another and this refusal led directly to the
independence movements that swept through Latin America over the next 10 years. In previous
eras, before the spread of Enlightenment ideals regarding nation-states and citizenship, Spain’s
colonies might have switched allegiance and become French vassals for as long as French rule

18 The “Enlightenment was an era of inclusion, an era which questioned the subjugation of a majority of the society
by the Monarchs and feudal landlords.” (Shruti)

17 “This definition of civil religion remains consistent with its first sustained theoretical treatment, in Jean-Jacques
Rousseau’s The Social Contract (1762). Rousseau dedicated a penultimate and relatively lengthy chapter of that
work to a discussion of civil religion, laying out its central conceptual elements and emphasizing its normative
importance for a healthy body politic. The object of civil religion for Rousseau is to foster sentiments of sociability
and a love of public duties among citizens, extending those bonds throughout a citizenry and its membership. Civil
religion identifies gods and tutelary benefactors to assist with that great aim, and its successful inculcation is
supposed to help maintain stability, order, and prosperity for the country. (Swaine)
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remained instead of independent nation-states. Expansion of nation-states continued into the 20th
century as World Wars I and II saw the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, the Austrian-Hungarian
Empire (the eastern half of the Hapsburgs) and the devolving of the few remaining colonial
possessions held by European powers in African and Asia into independent nation-states.

With the end of subjecthood and change to citizenship19, Enlightenment thinkers, especially
Rousseau, argued that new ways of defining allegiance needed to be created. In a nation-state,
people cease to be subjects and instead become citizens where “citizenship is a membership
status, which contains a package of rights, duties and obligations, and which implies equality,
justice and autonomy” (Shaw) and no longer rests on concepts of “divine right” and “natural
order”.

Thus civil religion in this context and as used in this paper, differs from other definitions and
uses for civil religion. Here, civil religion is being used to define a sociological phenomenon as
expressed by Bellah and others in the field (sociologists, social psychologists, anthropologists
and psychologists). The other use of civil religion is in the field of history where historians are
discussing the phenomenon of communal public religious acts during the middle ages and early
Renaissance eras across Europe with many prime examples coming from Italy with its
cofraternity tradition. (Terpstra) Civil religion is also used by those examining the role of
performative state religion during the Roman Empire. (Scheid)

When defining civil religion, Bellah was speaking specifically of the American socio-cultural
political context where a new nation was created featuring a diversity of ethnic origins, religions
and languages and asserts that civil religion “ is not the worship of the American nation but an
understanding of the American experience in the light of ultimate and universal reality”. (Bellah
p54) Instead of focusing on previous ways to create shared identity that had relied on common
history, common ethnicity, historical geographic roots, or a shared language, the newly emergent
nation-state of the United States needed to foster a shared macro identity that relied on none of
the previous modalities used to create a national identity (it could be argued that not only was
this an effect of the US’s diverse colonial membership, but also reflected its status as potentially
the very first true nation-state in the modern sense). This new macro identity needed to
superseded mezzo-identities belonging to colonial allegiances (for example many early
Americans thought of themselves as North Carolinians first and English- or their country of
origin- second, and might, possibly as a distant third think of themselves as American) and
micro-identities related to specific ethnic, linguistic or religious affiliations. Further, from its
very earliest, the US has been a nation of immigrants, where immigrants are not asked to shed
their previous identities, but are instead asked to adopt as their primary identity that of American.
In this context, the creation of Rousseau's imagined civil religion, whether intentionally or not,

19 “While citizenship is generally seen as an age old concept finding its origins in the classical societies of Greece
and Rome, it was then necessarily an exclusionary concept...To be a citizen of a state was a privilege rather than a
right...understanding of citizenship underwent a massive change post the Enlightenment.” (Shruti)
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emerges as a strong force for identity creation and seems inevitable in the face of a nation
attempting to create a shared identity that does not displace, but instead supersedes all previous
identities.

While largely buying into concepts of American exceptionalism, Bellah’s thesis that the US has a
civil religion which “from the earliest years of the republic is a collection of belief, symbols, and
rituals with respect to sacred things and institutionalized in a collectivity” (Bellah p 46) still
holds value for countries beyond the US20. As previously mentioned, the last two centuries are
ones in which prior concepts of country, subjecthood and allegiance altered to allow for
nation-states, citizenship and mutual obligations. Countries across the globe assumed their
current form, with subjecthood making way for citizenship; monarchies making way for
democracy21; and allegiance due to “divine right” and “natural order” ceding to the compact of
civil rights and mutual obligation. As other countries have changed into their modern nation-state
forms and shed their empires or ceased to be colonies, the need to create a civil religion has
slowly emerged. Thus civil religion has shifted from a fundamentally American concept to one
that extends to all countries22. As well, contemporary migration patterns have increased the need
to create shared national identities as countries become increasingly pluralistic in nature23.

2.2 Dimensions of Religion
Ninian Smart asserted that there are seven dimensions to religion comprised of the following:

1. Ritual
2. Narrative and Mythic
3. Experiential and Emotional
4. Social and Institutional
5. Ethical and Legal
6. Doctrinal and Philosophical
7. Material24.

24 “Ritual: Forms and orders of ceremonies (private and/or public) (often regarded as revealed); Narrative and
Mythic: stories (often regarded as revealed) that work on several levels. Sometimes narratives fit together into a
fairly complete and systematic interpretation of the universe and human's place in it.; Experiential and emotional:
dread, guilt, awe, mystery, devotion, liberation, ecstasy, inner peace, bliss (private); Social and Institutional: belief
system is shared and attitudes practiced by a group. Often rules for identifying community membership and
participation (public); Ethical and legal: Rules about human behavior (often regarded as revealed from supernatural

23 “Bellah's idea of civil religion [is] now being held up by a whole new generation of social science scholars as a
normative concept, and one that should be applied to other societies”. (Paramore)

22 “The notion that civil religion does appear in a variety of national contexts is borne out by additional comparative
evidence”. (Fenn)

21 At this point, the vast majority of monarchical countries are constitutional monarchies where the regent serves
more as a national symbol and head of state as opposed to head of government or wielding any particular political
power. The list of countries where the monarch still has significant or absolute political power remains small-
Eswatini, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Bhutan.

20 “[S]cholars have found the notion of a civil religion to be a particularly suggestive concept. Despite—or because
of—Bellah's ‘broad and diffuse use of the term,’ civil religion, and the ‘theoretical instability’ of Bellah's model,
there has been a proliferation of studies of civil religion in a wide range of national contexts”. (Fenn)
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For our purposes, Smart’s Dimensions of Religion are key to understanding how civil religion
functions. As previously stated, among the aspects of civil religion are: (1) ritual in the form of
national holidays and public acts like flag raising and singing the national anthem; (2) narrative
and mythic in the form of mythologized national origin stories or heroic figures; (3) experiential
and emotional in the form of national memorial sites; (4) social and institutional in the
perpetuation of norms about how to appropriately express citizenship; (5) ethical and legal in
how narratives instruct citizens on appropriate behavior; (6) doctrinal and philosophical in how
citizens are inculcated to imagine their relation to the nation-state and other citizens; and, lastly,
(7) material in the form of physical objects of the state from the built environment to flags to
public art.

Thus, civil religion manifests all of the aspects of a religion as posited by Smart and this
confirmation of the strength of civil religion as not only informing national identity, but in truly
functioning as a form of religion25 with all the powers to excite loyalty and emotional investment
including in creating strong group cohesion is essential in understanding the importance of
public art and the symbols and the narratives it tells that reinforce norms within a given society.
In fact, one of the criticisms of Smart’s work is that it is too easily applied to aspects of civil
culture, most notably civil religion. However, this fact is key to understanding more fully the
power of public art in the context of civil religion to include or exclude individuals and harkens
back to the thesis of this paper that positive imagery of traumatic and/or negative histories can
prove alienating to citizens belonging to groups adversely affected by these pasts.

2.3 Defining public art
At its simplest, public art is any art that resides in public spaces outside of the museum or gallery
paradigm26. To expand upon this seemingly simple definition, public art is part of the built
environment and is situated in generally accessible public spaces like squares, parks and
government buildings. Public art is also commissioned and put in place by government bodies or
civic organizations (community groups, churches, schools, etc) and is considered owned by the
public both as an object in and of itself and by its location situated on publicly owned spaces.
Confusion around public art may arise when publicly accessible, but not publicly owned spaces
display art, such as art installations displayed before corporate offices or within commercial
spaces. While this art is often accessible to the general public it is in no way considered owned
nor controlled by the public and is thus outside the definition of public art.

26 “‘Public art’ is conceived as permanent or temporary artworks on sites that have open public access and are
located outside museums and galleries.” (Zebracki 2011 p2953)

25 “Smart has consistently included secular ideologies in his analysis on the grounds that they function like
religions.” (Malhotra p66)

realm); Doctrinal and philosophical: systematic formulation of religious teachings in an intellectually coherent
form; Material: ordinary objects or places that symbolize or manifest the sacred or supernatural” (Smart)
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Traditionally, public art is seen as a permanent fixture of the built environment and is most often
associated with statues. However, public art extends to temporary art, murals, plaques, fountains,
plinths, and memorials (which may differ from statues in that they may be large landscapes like
national war cemeteries or large purpose built edifices like the Lincoln Memorial). Public art is
meant to be aesthetic in nature, but is generally also assumed to be symbolic in tone, this is
especially true with any art falling within the memorial category. Thus, public art not only fills
an aesthetic role, but also fills a cultural narrative role by transmitting socio-political ideals
through culturally understood symbols27.

2.3.1 Historic Attitudes Regarding the Purpose of Public Art
From the Ancient Egyptians28 to Roman emperors (Thomspon) to medieval kings, public art has
been understood to be a reflection of power and wealth. Public art has also been considered a key
tool in promoting the status quo and in reinforcing existing power dynamics. In a pre-literate era,
public art was seen as essential in conveying meaning to the masses and was understood to
occupy a decidedly political space29. Public art was explicitly meant to express cultural norms
and ideals and to reinforce the system of socio-political organization. (Lydecker) To that end,
historically, public art has emphasized power, responsibility and hierarchy.

2.3.2 Modern Understanding Regarding the Purpose of Public Art
In contemporary society, public art retains its historic purpose of contributing to the symbolic
narrative justifying the maintenance of the status quo and current power dynamics, but aesthetics
have now become an accepted and expected part of public art’s role. Thus, it is no longer
sufficient for public art to symbolically represent cultural ideals and socio-political narratives, it
now must also conform to modern aesthetic demands30.

2.3.3 Monuments and Memorials
Monuments and Memorials are a specific sub-genre within public art, their purpose is not
fundamentally aesthetic, instead they are meant to evoke culturally understood narratives about
the collective past31. Monuments and memorials symbolically narrate a mythologized version of

31 “Cultural productions of the past employ the agency of display to create an interpretive interface that mediates and
thereby transforms that which is shown into a vision of history” (Azaryahu & Foote p179)

30 “Art in public places should be considered as part of a much wider set of issues connecting planning, landscape
and the environment. There are two very distinct traditions of art in public. One is the commemorative, going back
to the Roman period (or possibly earlier), of wayside markers, statues and even monumental arches. The other is
essentially artistic or decorative and more recent.” (Naine)

29 “[I]mages and architectural achievements enhanced the assertion of the pharaoh’s policy and authority on Egypts’
territory and beyond, while being part of the broader ideological discourse on monarchy in Egypt.” (Aude)

28 “[A]rt, religion, and power were closely intertwined in ancient Egypt”. (Aude)

27 “Public art is traditionally defined as artworks commissioned in wide public interest and designated for open
spaces beyond indoor museums and galleries . Moreover, it is embedded in, and fashioned by, cultural and localised
discourses about the public and thereby the public sphere.” (Zebracki & Luger)
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the shared past and reflect the motives of those who erected them creating a public memory that
is meant to be transmitted across time and space intergenerationally. While all public art is
inherently political32 in nature given its ability to evoke emotion, make people feel welcome (or
unwelcome) in a given space and reflect cultural ideals, monuments and memorials are specially
political because they reflect a public memory and narrative of the past that has been defined by
power dynamics and social values. Public memory is not arrived at in a neutral or objective
manner33, it places power dynamics and partisan aims squarely at the center of decisions
regarding how public memory and its symbolism are shaped and in determining what histories
are selected to be remembered. Further, monuments and memorials are, even more than other
genres of public art, meant to strongly elicit an emotional reaction34. To this end, many
monuments and memorials act as sites of pilgrimage which resonate deeply with the visiting
public and create a shared cultural experience that transcends time that can be closely likened to
the feelings evoked at religious pilgrimage sites35.

2.3.4 Built Spaces
The term “built environment” or “built spaces” refers to aspects of our surroundings that are built
by humans, that is, distinguished from the natural environment. It includes not only buildings,
but the human-made spaces between buildings, such as parks, and the infrastructure that supports
human activity like transportation networks, utilities networks, flood defences,
telecommunications, and so on36. Built environment is a term that comes to us via urban planning
and architecture where creating the built environment is understood to be an inherently political
activity as it is a socially organized activity that reflects political power and cultural norms37.
Public art is an essential aesthetic part of the built environment and is thus subject to the same
political influences as other aspects of the built environment38.

38 “[C]onnections between the construction of global imaginaries, the state-inspired production of urban space and
local place-making. It inquires after the spatial practices and imaginings through which residents, migrants and

37 “The making of places imbued with particular characteristics is a fundamentally political activity through which
local subjects claim agency, identity and power (Laszczkowski p4)

36 “The built environment includes a diverse range of human-made infrastructure systems, including buildings,
transport networks (raods, bridges, railways etc.) and utilities (water, power, telecommunication etc.). These systems
are considered necessary for human survival, particularly in urban areas inhabited by large populations.” (Crawford
p 14)

35 Visitors to monuments and memorials are “not just imagining connections to people of the past, but experiencing
connections to people in the present. Memory places cultivate the being and participation together of strangers, but
strangers who appear to have enough in common to be co-traversing the place. Memory places are virtually unique
among memory apparatuses in offering their symbolic contents to groups of individuals who negotiate not just the
place, but stranger relations as well. The presence of others may be experienced by a visitor as belonging to a
constituted...public sphere. (Dickinson et al p27)

34 “Memory places also mobilitze power because they are implacably material. They act directly on the body in
ways that may reinforce or subvert their symbolic memory contents. “ (Dickinson et al p29)

33 “Public memory speaks primarily about the structure of power in society because that power is always in question
in a world of polarities and contradiction and because cultural understanding is always ground in the material
structure of society itself.”(Dickinson et al p10)

32 “Policy making is taken as the descriptive context for public-art production...Nevertheless, the literature has
poorly revealed the extent to which cultural policy affects the production of public art over time and space.”
(Zebracki p 2954)
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How the built environment is shaped is understood by urban planners and architects to determine
not only how the space is used, but also who has access to the space and who feels welcome
because:

“The quality of the built environment around us has a significant impact on our lives. It can transform
people’s quality of life, stimulate the economy and enhance the environment. Good design plays a vital
role in creating better places that enrich the local community.” (Design Council)

To wit, the International Union of Architects (UIA)39 recognizes the importance of universal
design40 and has adopted recommendations from a variety of UN bodies regarding creating or
adapting the built environment to allow access to all peoples in a community.

2.3.5 Universal Design
Like the term built environment, universal design is a term that comes to us from the world of
urban planning and architecture; however, it is inherently grounded in social justice ideals
emerging from the Disability Rights movement when, among other issues, disabled individuals
fought to change building regulations to enable access to the built environment by those with
physical limitations, most especially those in wheelchairs or with visual impairments41. Today,
the need for universal design is widely accepted and is clearly defined as design that is accessible
and easily understood by all. In practice, this looks like curb cuts on sidewalks for those with
mobility issues, a change in texture and color at curb cuts for those with visual acuity issues and
crossing signs that use universally recognized symbols over words while also emitting sounds to
aid with directionality and right of way. Beyond aiding those among us with physical
impairments, universal design is understood to be inclusive and accessible to all by making the
built environment easier to navigate for everyone42. Universal design within the built
environment has clear implications for public art and how public art, as a key aspect of the built
environment, should include accessibility factors.

42 The accessibility of the built environment is a key element to assure the effective participation of EU citizens in
everyday life, as well as the suitability of the buildings, streets, parks, to being effectively used by people regarding
their disabilities or age. (CEN-CENELEC)

41 “Inclusive and universal design… aims to remove barriers that create undue effort or segregation and to achieve
sustainable buildings and places which are user-friendly, accessible and understandable for everyone.” (UIA)

40 “The UIA recognises that for architecture to truly benefit and reflect society’s needs it must be inclusive of all
who use it, irrespective of their age, ability, gender, education, sexual orientation, ethnicity or culture.”(UIA)

39 “The UIA is an international non-governmental organisation recognized by UNESCO as the only architectural
union operating at an international level” (UIA) and “has grown to encompass the key professional organisations
and architects in 115 countries and territories worldwide.” (UIA)

planners situates themselves, their collective , their city (and, implicitly, the country of which it is the capital) in
historical and translocal contexts.” (Laszczkowski p5)
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3.0 Understanding the Proposed Theoretical Framework
3.1 Public Art as Civil Religion Iconography
As previously explored, Ninian Smart’s Dimensions of Religion consists of the following
aspects: ritual; narrative and mythic; experiential and emotional; social and institutional; ethical
and legal; doctrinal and philosophical; and material. In its role as a reflection of civil religion,
public art acts as iconography43 that reflects the cultural narratives espoused by a given civil
religion where cultural narratives are an amalgamation of the stories and myths told by the
group. These stories and myths contain messages about the group’s ethics and morals and may
even include lessons about legal understandings and frameworks while also containing messages
about the group's doctrines and philosophies. While these facets of civil religion may be
transmitted in other manners, cultural narratives and the resulting power of storytelling are
perhaps the most powerful, most subtle and least coercive way to communicate these ideas.

Public art is meant to visually reinforce civil religion through the power of symbolism resulting
from cultural narratives and factors as a key aspect of civil religion iconography44. In its role as a
visual reflection of civil religion and civil religion’s cultural norms and social expectations,
public art is a palpable physical manifestation of the power dynamics that shape civil religion as
determined by those in positions of power and/or wealth who selected and erected the piece. As
an iconographic representation of cultural norms and socio-political expectations, public art
demonstrates many of the aspects of the Dimensions of Religion and creates culturally
understood symbols45 regarding identity as defined by the civil religion in question.

3.2 Identity Theory and Civil Religion in Concert

45 “Meanings are therefore ascribed to symbols in ways that are understood and shared within groups, allowing for
quick and easy modes of communication, a sense of collective identity and a degree of cultural homogeneity. All
aspects of human behaviour, and especially the use of language to communicate or express ideas, involve symbols.
When we talk we use one sort of thing (that is a word) to represent another, that is the thing itself. All human
cultures therefore have developed complex symbolic systems as ways of referencing the world, so that by means of
symbols they make sense of and relate to activities and experiences such as joining in group activities, interacting
with others, playing games, practising religion and so on.” (Independent Research Solutions p40)

44 “Symbols provide a shared view of the world by providing names for a large number of objects and categories
that are relevant to social interaction. Along with the names, symbols provide shared meanings (responses) for the
objects and categories named. Because the meanings (responses) to the objects and categories are shared, they also
form the basis of expectations for the behavior of others. That is, because I know how I respond to some symbols, I
will expect you to respond similarly.” (Burke & Stets 2009)

43 “The term iconography derives from the Greek eikṓn (‘image’) and gráphein (‘to write’, ‘to describe’) and
denotes the study of the content of images.” (Kanz)
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Identity theory is the theoretical framework selected to explain how public art functions as an
important physical manifestation of civil religion. While it could be argued that civil religion is a
theoretical framework in its own right, for the purposes of this thesis, civil religion is being used
to name a phenomenon, while identity theory is being used to describe how and why a
phenomenon functions. Civil religion is meant to describe the place of public art within the
larger socio-political context and help frame why public art is an important aspect of identity
creation as it relates to cultural ideals and narratives being espoused in public art. Thus, identity
theory and civil religion have two distinctly different roles in this thesis, with identity theory
explaining how public art affects individual identity creation and civil religion placing public art
in its context as a key symbolic factor in informing what an appropriate manifestation of that
identity should look like.

Public art in the context of civil religion acts as the visual and material representation of cultural
and socio-political narratives about a nation-state’s history, origins, goals, beliefs, ideals and
values. Through the messages conveyed by public art, viewers are being inculcated as to what
appropriate adherence to those norms looks like and how that should be manifested in the
individual’s identity. Public art as a reflection of civil religion directly affects identity formation
in the individual as the symbolic meanings represented in that art are absorbed and adopted.
Further, public art functions as a visual indicator of who belongs, both in a given space
specifically and in the nation-state more generally, as the narratives espoused in public art tell the
viewer about not only what are appropriate cultural ideals regarding behavior, but also belief and
appearance.

3.2.1 Cultural Narratives and Identity Creation
Every culture tells stories about itself and these stories create a narrative46 about who belongs,
what members of the group look like, and what their attitudes and behaviors are. When speaking
of the nation-state, these cultural narratives take on increased salience because they move beyond
cultural identity creation47, to national and civic identity creation with the power to not only
define membership in the group, but the power to exclude people from national and civic life. As
previously discussed, as these narratives become codified, adopted by people in positions of
power and begin to be used to provide legitimacy to the nation-state and its actors, these
narratives form the mythologized basis for a civil religion48.

48 “The notion of a ‘civil religion’ refers to the religious symbolism and myth that legitimates civil and political
systems and informs a large and cross-disciplinary literature in the social sciences….Societies vary in the extent to
which civil religion appears to be well institutionalized, controlled by a religious elite, and monopolized at the
political and cultural center.” (Fenn)

47 “[T]he embodiment of civic ideals is visual as well as narrative form can make an important contribution to the
formation of strong citizen identities.” (Fisher p47)

46 “[N}arrating a common identity, a construction that forwards an at least momentarily definitive articulation of the
group. It also offers to individuals a symbolic connection with the group and a sense of belonging to it.” (Dickinson
et al p7)
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As Smart’s Dimensions of Religion demonstrates, civil religion requires among other aspects the
creation of a mythologized origin story (aka a founding history) and mythologized historical
figures who become saints, martyrs and heroes in the national imagination and provide
understood lessons regarding appropriate behavior, beliefs, virtues and goals. These
mythologized histories come to be the basis of civil religion narratives which help define who
belongs, how they should behave and what values they should hold. For example, in American
civil religion, a common figure is George Washington, his mythologized story includes loyalty
(demonstrated through his commitment to the Continental Army and its soldiers through difficult
campaigns and harsh winters), bravery (his willingness to ride into battle leading his troops),
honesty (the apocryphal cherry tree cutting story), humility (choosing to be president instead of
king) and wisdom/foresight (opting to set the tradition of two terms in office). These are ideals
immediately invoked by George Washington for Americans and immediately understood as
approved values when his name or image are used.

While civil religion manifests itself with different narratives that pertain to the specific
nation-state in question, the messages contained in that civil religion are no less diffuse and no
less immediately understood by the citizen’s of that nation-state. The narratives, and the lessons
they impart, are fundamental to national and civic identity creation and ensuring strong
identification with and membership in the nation-state’s community49. Further, the stories and
images used to transmit and communicate that identity become clearly and widely understood
narratives and symbols in civil religion iconography.

3.2.2 The Power of Civil Religion Iconography in Identity Creation
As previously explored in section 3.1, civil religion iconography reflects a visual manifestation
of civil religion norms and creates a visual narrative that informs the viewer of expected
behaviors, beliefs and attitudes with regards to adherence to the civil religion. The symbols
reflected in this iconography are inherently meant to affect and influence the individual and are
designed to guide the adoption of the appropriate identity50 as defined by the understood
narratives being espoused in the imagery. The iconography of civil religion is not neutral51 and is
meant to impart specific ideas about the nation-state, membership in the community of the
nation-state and the correct forms of participation in government and civic activities. Civil
religion iconography also conveys ideas about values and the moral positions that members of
the nation-state should adopt.

51 “[E]vents, objects, and practices have attitude. They are not “neutral” or “objective,” but tendentious. They are
understood as deployments of material signs serving as the grounds for various identifications or perceived
alignments to take shape.”  (Dickinson et al p4)

50 “[T]he embodiment of civic ideals is visual as well as narrative form can make an important contribution to the
formation of strong citizen identities.” (Fisher p47)

49 “‘[T]he nation’ [is] a modern historical phenomenon, and...the nation ‘is an imagined political community,’
because most of its members will never in any intelligible sense come to know one another, yet will nevertheless
believe themselves to be part of ‘a deep, horizontal comradeship’’. (Webb pg 70)
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Civil religion iconography has a distinct purpose in fostering membership in the nation-state
community and in creating a macro identity that supersedes other identities by affecting the
viewer’s feelings and encouraging the “correct” sentiments52. Symbols are a powerful force in an
individual’s life, and their use profoundly affects identity creation by evoking emotional
responses which form part of the iterative, internal process of identity creation which involves
identity cohesiveness with regards to emotional states and reactions. As explored in section 1.5,
identity creation is affected by both internal (a desire to model the behaviors associated with a
specific role) and external (a desire to fit into a given group by meeting the group’s identity
requirements) factors which are deeply emotional as the individual strives to create identity
coherence and to continue in-group membership. Thus, civil religion iconography has an explicit
goal of invoking an emotional reaction53 to tap into both the internal and external factors
involved in identity creation in the hopes of influencing the individual’s identity and forging a
strong individual commitment to a shared national identity and membership in the nation-state
community.

3.2.3 The Built Environment and Belonging
In sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5, the terms built environment and universal design were examined.
Universal design rests upon the principle that to make the built environment truly inclusive,
design choices must meet the needs of all sectors of society and must focus on aspects that make
accessing spaces easiest for the most disadvantaged based on the sentiment that by including
them, the built environment will better serve all people (a classic example is curb cuts which are
meant to benefit those in wheelchairs, but which ultimately benefit anyone with mobility issues
or pushing a stroller or using a trolley to move heavy objects or pulling bulky luggage, etc). To
that end, public art is considered a valuable tool in the built environment because it is a strong
visual cue as to who belongs and who does not54. With public art being understood to also be a
key aspect of transmitting civil religious norms in its capacity as an iconographic representation
of civil religious narratives, the role of public art in the built environment goes beyond cues of
belonging to including strong symbolic messaging about what the appropriate identity is for
those entering a space55. Thus, public art, as a fundamental element of the built environment, has

55 “[T]he symbolic landscape embodies ‘social and political meaning’ through ‘specific public images, physical
objects and other expressive representations’, including public artworks and monuments.” (Hocking p5)

54 “[L]andscapes also speak to the state’s vision of civic life and hold important clues as to the ‘type’ of citizen
desired.” (Hocking p3)

53 “[T]he political dynamics and symbolism involved in the interpretations of monuments, the preservation of
historic sites, and the shaping of public spaces intend to inform and direct our physical, emotional, and intellectual
lives.” (Saul & Marsh)

52 “Social representations have: “a collective nature; an ability to anchor novel events to those previously
experienced; a hierarchical structure that entails a core basis with peripheral components; and a semiotic element”
Social representations guide individuals within a society towards specific beliefs and identifications. They can be
seen as a form of promoter signs, albeit ones that require a social element. At their core, social representations are
meant to guide individuals towards particular realities and connect them with their communities. They establish
thoughts that come to be the basis of the community belief system, automatic assumptions to which the members
can return when confused.” (Phillips DeZalia & Moeschberger)
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a profound effect on identity formation56 and sends clear messages using understood cultural
symbols as to who belongs in public spaces and what the appropriate identity to belong in that
public space is57.

4.0 The Belfast Agreement and Altering Shared Spaces
4.1 Belfast’s Murals
Primarily, when one thinks of public art in Northern Ireland (aka NI), especially in Belfast, one
thinks of murals. Murals punctuate the city. They cover the ends of houses, the front of pubs and
the backs of businesses and even the “peace” walls that divide unionists from republicans and
further the city’s segregation along religious lines. But mural art is not the only art on public
display in Northern Ireland, there is also all the public art in squares and government buildings
and in parks (discussed in section 4.2).  However, given the iconic nature of NI’s murals, the
clear divisions they create and enforce, the lack of “heat” around most other public art, and the
clear understanding of NI’s government that the murals constitute an ongoing barrier to
integration and peace, the murals will be the primary exemplar of public art discussed in the NI
context.

While perhaps the most iconic example of visible art in Northern Ireland, the murals do not
necessarily meet definitions of public art. The murals are highly visible in public places, they are
paid for by political and community groups, but they are not always situated on public space. In
fact, most of the mural art in the region is painted on the walls of private property. The vast
majority of Northern Ireland’s murals are not public art as they are not found on public property
and their display is not controlled by the government. However, once permission has been given
for a mural to be placed (and permission was not always asked), it is difficult to rescind and
property owners wanting the art removed could face extensive negative consequences. NI society
has been quite good at enforcing social norms along sectarian lines through a mix of threats of
violence, risk of destruction of property, ostracism and other social pressures. So, while the
murals might technically be on private property, in effect, the exterior walls in question have
become de facto public spaces/property and their continued existence, maintenance and, most

57 “[S]ymbols and monuments arrange ‘place,’ locating and orienting peoples spatially and temporally, and are
critical in binding and mediating the body politicy...they determine who ‘belongs’ to the nation and on what terms.”
(Dickinson et al p28)

56 “While serving as a sightline into the dominant discourse of the public sphere, the public art object is also
implicated in the individual’s experience of and relationship to the built environment, with potential repercussions
for understanding of self in society.” (Hocking p3)
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importantly, alteration remains a right of the community and political groups that have had them
painted.
Now, while the murals may technically be on private property as discussed, this certainly still
leaves room for government intervention and Northern Ireland’s government has definitely been
working to intervene in the themes covered in the murals. Further, the NI government recognizes
not only the public-private nature of these works- that the murals are highly visible in public
spaces, but ultimately exists on privately held property- but also recognizes the clear messages
about identity and belonging and access to space that these murals send.

Perhaps the easiest solution to the issue of murals in NI in general, but Belfast most specifically,
would be a change in zoning regulations that prohibit multi-colored exteriors on buildings (e.g.
no more than 1 color of paint on a wall). This policy would make the murals impossible to create
and would therefore entirely remove the issue. However, murals, curb paintings, and painting of
other structures in the community (sports stands, kiosks, bus stops, streetlights, etc) have a
long-standing cultural tradition in NI and such a proposal would not only face immense push
back from all sides, but would also not necessarily alleviate the issue with so many surfaces also
being given similar treatment. To that end, NI has worked to encourage the community or
political groups that create and pay for the murals and the property owner who allows their
property to be used, to change the themes displayed in the murals.

4.1.1 How the Murals are Perceived
The murals in NI are definitely perceived by members of the public as clear delineators of who
belongs and who does not58. In surveys conducted by ACNI as part the Re-Imagining Art and
Building Peace Through The Arts initiatives (to be further discussed in sections 4.3 and 4.4),
assumptions that the murals acted as clear territorial markers were confirmed59. Further,
respondents confirmed that the art added to feeling welcome or unwelcomed in a given space
and that it acted as a reminder about the expectations of those entering that space, especially with
regards to identity. Thus, the murals in NI explicitly act to delineate space and discourage those
not belonging to the group positively represented in a mural’s violent imagery from entering the
area. The messages about who belongs in the space are clearly received from understanding the

59 “Respondents generally reported feeling unsafe within heavily marked estates and they avoided going into them.
These individuals perceived the symbolism to be territorial and aimed at intimidating others – a show of strength.
They felt that mobility in and out of these areas was limited.” (Wallace Consulting p86- 87)

58 “Symbols can be useful and indeed are often necessary in societies, but there is a general recognition that the use
of certain symbols in Northern Ireland tends to represent and promote divisions in society. Where beliefs or
disagreements exist on such central issues as national identity or historical events, it usually follows that symbols
will emerge to mark territories and act as threats to other communities. Symbols in the form of flags, murals and
painted kerbs can be seen in many areas in Northern Ireland and tend to signify identification with one religious or
political opinion or another. In Northern Ireland there is a tradition of painting wall murals in parts of the cities and
towns where one or other of the two communities predominate, and which are intended to reflect the cultural,
religious or political views of those communities. They are often, as a result, both intimidatory and threatening. In
recent times some of these murals have been softened, particularly in nationalist areas, to reflect cultural themes.”
(Independent Research Solutions p113)
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symbolic representations in the murals. Further, as NI moves beyond the binary of Catholic vs
Protestant and comes to reflect the more multicultural aspects of the rest of Great Britain, new
residents to NI report feeling more welcome in the community and feel safer in accessing
Belfast’s neighborhoods when violent and/or negative sectarian imagery is removed or altered.

4.2 Other Public Art in Northern Ireland
As previously stated, murals, while perhaps the most iconic form of public art, are not the only
form of public art in NI. Further, murals are decidedly an urban phenomenon within the region
and exist almost solely in Belfast. In rural parts of NI, public art is more limited to more
traditional understandings of public art like statues and memorials. As well, there is the public art
surrounding government buildings. Unlike the murals, which are nearly evenly divided along
sectarian lines and reflect the inhabitants of the neighborhoods they grace (neighborhood
segregation along ethno-religious lines in Belfast are at nearly 100% with most neighborhoods
having a 97% majority favoring either Protestants or Catholics), other public art has been erected
by the NI state, whether at the regional or local level, which has, until the 1998 accords, been
almost entirely dominated by unionist led governments60. The effect is that all official public art,
that is to say public art that meets more standard definitions of being on public property in a
public space and paid for by community groups having received permission from the
government or paid for by the government, has come from a unionist controlled system and has
had clear unionist sentiments.

Common themes of this unionist controlled public art include Brittania, Queen Victoria, famous
NI Protestant preachers and prominent loyalist politicians. The clear message of this public art is
that the NI government is pro-union, pro-British (why else have Brittania, the embodiment of the
island of Great Britain, over Hibernia, the embodiment of Eire?), and pro-Protestant61. All this
imagery and what it symbolises/d to the NI public is that NI is for Protestants loyal to and
identifying with Great Britain, that the government is for them and by them and that not only are
Catholics not fairly represented in the government nor is the government for them, but that they
do not truly belong in NI. This feeling of alienation from the NI government among
republicans62, has manifested in distrust of the pre-accord government and a perception that

62 “From the nationlist perspective, ‘the very existence of the [unionist] symbols as civic ones inevitably represented
the triumph of unionism and the suppression of nationalism in the North of Ireland’.” (Hocking p23)

61 “A cursory survey of Northern Irish civic space under the unionist-dominated Stormont regime reinforces such
claims. The approach to Stormont Parliament Buildings...features a monumental statue of the fiery unions leader St
Edward Carson standing atop a plinth decorated with scenes of Ulster unionist history. The actual building, seat of
the provincial assembly, is crowned by the watchful figure of Britannie, and was ‘deliberately conceived to
physically constituted a grand symbolic demarcation of difference’ from the IRish state and to bear testament to
‘unionist self-assertion’. Likeaise, the ground of Belfast City Hall, ‘a symbol of unionist power and Protestant
Culture’, were surrounded by statues of leading Protestant civic and business figures, British war memorials and an
imposing  sculpture of Queen Victoria.” (Hocking p23)

60 “The unionist-dominated North Irish state demonstrated its political preferences in the material organization and
symbolic construction of key civic spaces.” (Hocking p23)
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government decisions, especially regarding government benefits and support, have unfairly
benefited unionists and unionist neighborhoods.

4.3 Public Art, Inclusion and the Belfast Agreement
Following the signing of the Belfast Agreement in 1998, Northern Ireland passed the Northern
Ireland Act of 1998 to ratify and formally enact the terms of the treaty. Among the act’s many
provisions, as required by the treaty63, was the following:

“Section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act of 1998 (the Act) requires ACNI to comply with
two statutory duties:

● Section 75 (1) In carrying out our functions relating to Northern Ireland we are required to have
due regard to the need to promote equality of opportunity between persons of different religions
belief, political opinion, racial group, age, marital status or sexual orientation,

○ men and women generally
○ persons with a disability and persons without
○ persons with dependents and persons without.

● Section 75(2) In addition, without prejudice to the obligations above, in carrying out our functions
in relation to Northern Ireland we are required to have a regard to the desirability of promoting
good relations between persons of different religious belief, political opinion or racial group.”
(Arts Council of Northern Ireland Equality Scheme p4)

Per this section of NI statute, all government or semi-governmental bodies must create detailed
equality plans to meet the terms of the act regarding section 75 subsections 1 and 264. Not only
do the plans need to address how the ideas of equality as laid out will be implemented internally
within the organization, especially with regards to access and employee composition, but they
must also create comprehensive plans as to how the terms of this act will be implemented in their
activities with other organizations, in interactions with the public and in service to the public.
Lastly, the plans are submitted to a body created as part of the peace process, the Equality
Commission, which oversees equality schemes as mandated for government and pseudo
government agencies and ensures that they comply with the spirit of the law. The purpose of
section 75, the resulting government mandates and the creation of the Equality Commission was
explicitly tied to the understanding for the need to alter cultural narratives in NI and create a
shared civil identity that superseded ethno-religious identities and political affiliations65.

4.4 Implementation of Equality in Public Art Spaces

65 “A central aim shared by all Government departments, and also by a wide range of non-government agencies, is
the realisation of ‘A Shared Future’ for all groups, communities and regions in Northern Ireland.” (Independent
Research Solutions p13)

64 “All government departments share the responsibility of working towards and supporting the ‘shared future’
strategy: in addition the new strategy of cohesion, sharing and integration...is expected to endorse the importance of
a commitment to addressing sectarianism, racism and division.” (Independent Research Solutions p122)

63 “While it did not contain specific provision to address the deep-seated spatial segregation of Northern Irish
society, the Good Friday Agreement made clear that such values as ‘parity of esteem’ and ‘mutual respect’ for ‘both
communities’ should be at the centrepiece of the new Northern Irish state. I acknowledge the acute ‘sensitivity of the
use of symbols and emblems for public purposes, and the need...to ensure that such symbols and emblems are used
in a manner that promotes mutual respect rather than division’.” (Hocking p28)
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For public art, adhering to the legal requirements of the NI Act of 1998 and section 75 fell to the
Arts Council of Northern Ireland (hereafter ACNI). ACNI is an independent semi-governmental
agency dedicated to the promotion of the arts in Northern Ireland in all its forms, including that
of overseeing NI’s public arts policies. To that end, in 2006, ACNI commenced its first iteration
of addressing public art in NI. For the inaugural program, emphasis was placed on Belfast’s
murals and attempts were made to reduce the sectarian nature of the images.

Initially, the scheme, the Re-Imagining Communities Programme, was directed towards
Protestant murals. This was quickly criticized as not following the spirit of section 75 and the
program was relaunched three months later as open to all murals, with special emphasis on
murals depicting violence or negative stereotypes66. The initial reasoning behind focusing on
murals, and unionist murals specifically, was twofold: (1) Catholic communities in Belfast
feeling a sense of “winning” through the concessions of the Good Friday Agreement had, since
1998, been steadily altering their murals to reflect the new peace without any government
intervention67; (2) the murals were/are the most visible markers of sectarianism in NI and are a
highly emotional issue unlike most other public art in NI; and, (3) NI’s government had seen
how the reduction of violent imagery and overtly anti-unionist depictions in republican murals
had improved relations and made the spaces feel more welcoming to all.

The goal of the Re-Imagining project as relaunched, was to encourage those controlling the most
visible, violent and negative depictions of the other side to willingly alter the murals to less
overtly divisive themes68. The goal was not to remove local identity69, the art could remain
explicitly pro-unionist or pro-republican, but must focus more on themes of cultural pride and
less on depictions of violence or derogatory images of the other group70. Examples of changes to

70 “The pilot Re-Imaging Communities Programme (2006-09) delivered by the Arts Council aimed to address poor
community relations by encouraging communities to reflect on and plan for ways of replacing divisive imagery with
more positive concepts - succeeding in challenging communities and their use of symbolism. The associated
removal of murals and emblems were locally contentious and projects were encouraged to move at their own pace.
Therefore the work often involved lengthy discussions, negotiations and protracted timescales. The political

69 “The intention of the programme was to transform existing iconic displays that supported and celebrated
community separation and paramilitary influence, and to replace them with new positive, inclusive and
non-threatening displays that could contribute to making people feel involved in a single wider community.”
(Independent Research Solutions p14)

68 “[A] good number of murals have been taken down, and many more, of a different nature, have been painted.
There has been an effort, then, in very specific areas, to eradicate at least the everyday images of the nightmare of
the past from the minds of the living.” (Crowely p71)

67 “[A] major shift occurred in republican mural painting after the Good Friday Agreement; on their own initiative
and without any state funding republicans removed the guns and masked men from their murals. From that point, the
only guns to be found in republican murals were in memorials to dead comrades or in murals on historical themes.”
(Rolston p451)

66 “The re-imaging programme emerged in two stages. In April 2007, the Arts Council of Northern Ireland
announced a £3.3 million fund called ‘Place, Identity and Art’ which limited funding to groups ‘based in a
Protestant working-class community’ or ‘working in partnership with a Protestant working-class community’. The
Social Democratic and Labour Party (SDLP) accused the Arts Council of openly breaking the law by excluding
Catholic areas. The Arts Council withdrew the scheme, and three months later it was re-launched with the same
amount of money, this time called the Re-imaging Communities Programme.” (Rolston p454)
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art include removing guns, bombs and masks; of focusing on local sports stars, musicians,
writers and actors; or of emphasizing ethno-religious events from the groups mythologized
history that were points of pride.

In 2013, after the success of the Re-Imagining Communities Programme, ACNI started the
Building Peace Through The Arts initiative (hereafter BPttA). This program moved beyond
focusing solely on Belfast and murals and is open to all localities in NI. While mural alteration
remains a slow and difficult process with a need for extensive community input and groundwork
to support change, other forms of public art, especially in more rural areas71 of NI were quickly
adopted. In smaller towns and villages in NI, BPttA has been rapidly accepted by communities
where the funds and guidance provided by ACNI has been used to create new public art
installations as imagined by the local community and not as imagined by the regional
government.

As previously stated, most of the publica art in less urban parts of NI is pro-unionist in nature
and does not necessarily reflect the values or ideals of the community in which they were placed.
The existing public art very much reflects an imposition from the unionist-controlled NI
government, as opposed to reflecting the actual composition or factional leanings of the local
community. Under the BPttA scheme, smaller towns and villages have actively engaged in
community led projects (with the help of ACNI advisors from the program) to create new works
of art that reflect the community’s history and identity. Often, the art ultimately selected is
collaborative in nature and is largely influenced by the children of the community, the hope
being that the imagery will be forward looking and unifying, as opposed to grounded in the
issues of the past. Installation of the final pieces is also a community centered affair, with some
pieces replacing existing public art found particularly offensive or placed in such a way that the
new piece acts in dialogue with the existing piece creating a new community narrative.

4.5 Analysis
From the negotiators drafting the Good Friday Agreements to the average resident of Belfast, the
power of public art to form identity, incite violence, divide people and communicate access to
shared space was not only recognized, but understood to be an important aspect in resolving civil
society issues in post-Troubles Northern Ireland72. ACNI, in its role as organization that creates

72 “Any analysis of the causes of the conflict in Northern Ireland would inevitably refer to the absence, across the
wider population, of a set of shared views about future or common political and social structures that all
communities could subscribe to. The prolonged peace process, and the accompanying discussions about future

71 “Unlike the pilot programme, BPttA extended to the southern border counties and recognised non-visible ethnic
divides. As such, it responded to the need to address the psychological legacy of division in towns, villages and rural
communities. There was acknowledgement that the absence of cultural identity “branding” did not mean that a space
is perceived to be non-threatening or used by all.” Wallace Consulting p6)

situation and external events or tensions also had the potential to impact on the programme, with a few of the
projects stalling as a result. Despite difficulties, community representatives felt that the process of re-imaging had
brought about a new sense of ownership and cohesion within communities. In many cases, there was increased
understanding of the importance of change.” (Wallace Consulting p6)
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and administers NI’s public art policy, worked to actively combat divisive imagery that
encouraged us vs. them identities with the goal of creating a shared identity where one could be
Protestant and Northern Irish or Catholic and Northern Irish. with the identity of Northern Irish
becoming the primary umbrella identity under which other, more personal identities nested. To
this end, the policies ACNI developed focused on removing the worst imagery from the public
sphere, promoting imagery created at the local level that encouraged local pride and focused on
creating a shared NI identity.

5.0 South Africa Truth and Reconciliation Commission
and Re-Creating a Shared National Identity٭

A٭ special note on citations: The South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission issued its findings and
recommendations in a six volume report. Volumes 1 through 5 of the report were issued without credit to author(s)
or editor(s) in 1998. Unlike volumes 1 through 5, volume 6 is credited to a specific editor, Yasmin Sooka and was
issued in 2003. Volume 6 also has the distinction of having been issued in 6 different sections. While standard
referencing for citing multiple works by the same author would involve creating a distinction by including the
publication year, that is unfortunately not an option. For ease of reference, volumes 1 through 5 are cited as TRC v1
to TRC v5 with the appropriate page indicated and volume 6, edited by Yasmin Sooka, is cited as Sooka v6s1 to
Sooka v6s6.

5.1 Creation and Purpose of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission was created by the Promotion of National Unity and
Reconciliation Act passed in 1994 following the end of apartheid. The goal of the commission
was to examine South Africa’s (hereafter SA) apartheid era from all perspectives and to find
ways of moving forward as a united community73. The purpose of the commission was not to
cast blame, but rather to create a forum in which all sectors of SA society could air grievances

73 “The Promotion of National Unity and Reconciliation Act (the Act) required the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (the Commission) to make recommendations with regard to the creation of institutions conducive to a
stable and fair society and the institutional, administrative and legislative measures which should be introduced to
prevent the commission of human rights violations.” (TRC v5 p305)

governmental arrangements, have inevitably been influenced by this central difficulty, as have the set of statements
and aspirations that finally emerged as an agreement about the content and form of any future government in
Northern Ireland.” (Independent Research Solutions p17)
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and concerns from the apartheid era and create a new shared history that was more evenly
balanced74. An important objective of the commission was to bring healing of the past by
providing answers to victims and by providing an opportunity for confession and absolution by
perpetrators. To that end, the commission did not focuse solely on the actions of state agents
acting on behalf of the apartheid regime, but also included opposition groups and organizations
in civil society with the power to affect dynamics within SA (such as major businesses and
media organizations).

The prime focus of the commission was on reconciliation75, rather than on legal justice. By
focusing on reconciliation, the commission hoped to create new cultural narratives regarding
identity and belonging and foster socio-political stability. The commission clealy understood its
role in creating a shared national South African identity in post-apartheid SA that moved beyond
colonially imposed and apartheid reinforced ethno-linguistic and racial identity lines76 and the
commission’s recommendations regarding every facet of government and society reflect that
understanding77. Further, there was clear understanding that new cultural narratives and a new
civil religion needed to be created to combat the influences of apartheid era ideology78.

5.2 TRC Recommendations Regarding Public Art
The TRC addressed public art in the following sections of their report beginning with the below
analysis of the purpose of Section 1(1) of the Promotion of National Unity and Reconciliation
Act and how it pertains to the work, findings and recommendations of the commission.

“WHAT CONSTITUTES REPARATION AND REHABILITATION
● Section 1(1) (xiv) of the Act defines reparation as including: “any form of compensation, ex gratia

payment, restitution, rehabilitation or recognition.”

78 “The term ‘state theology’ is derived from The Kairos Document and refers to the theology that gave legitimacy to
the apartheid state. The effects of state theology were to ‘bless injustice, canonise the will of the powerful and
reduce the poor to passivity, obedience and apathy’.” (TRC v4 p69)

77 “The Commission, believing that reconciliation is a process vital and necessary for enduring peace and stability,
invites fellow South Africans to:...initiate programmes of action in our own spheres of interest and influence,
whether it be education, religion, business, labour, arts or politics, so that the process of reconciliation can be
implemented from a grassroots level.” (TRC v5 p304)

76 “Mandela consciously promoted peace-building by attempting to replace racial identities with an overarching
national identity and promoting oneness.” (Meyer et al)

75 “Reconciliation involves a form of restorative justice which does not seek revenge, nor does it seek impunity. In
restoring the perpetrator to society, a milieu needs to emerge within which he or she may contribute to the building
of democracy, a culture of human rights and political stability.” (TRC v5 p435)

74 “Many years ago, Albert Luthuli, the first South African recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize, articulated a vision of
South Africa as ‘a home for all her sons and daughters’. This concept is implicit in the Interim Constitution. Thus,
not only must we lay the foundation for a society in which physical needs will be met; we must also create a home
for all South Africans. The road to reconciliation, therefore, means both material reconstruction and the restoration
of dignity. It involves the redress of gross inequalities and the nurturing of respect for our common humanity. It
entails sustainable growth and development in the spirit of ubuntu … It implies wide-ranging structural and
institutional transformation and the healing of broken human relationships. It demands guarantees that the past will
not be repeated. It re q u i res restitution and the restoration of our humanity – as individuals, as communities and as
a nation.” (Sooka v6 s2 p138)
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● The proposed reparation and rehabilitation policy has five components...Symbolic reparation/legal
and administrative measures

○ Symbolic reparation encompasses measures to facilitate the communal process of
remembering and commemorating the pain and victories of the past.

○ Amongst other measures, symbolic reparation should entail identifying a national day of
remembrance and reconciliation, erection of memorials and monuments, and the
development of museums.” (TRC v5 p175)

With official permission from the Promotion of National Unity and Reconciliation Act  to create
policies for the government, the TRC used that power to understand reparations as including
symbolic reparations which is extended to include public art, especially the need for memorials
in honor of apartheid victims, and to place names. Interestingly, the TRC has made the implicit
connection between the built environment and the symbols associated with that space that allow
for inclusion or exclusion of people.

Recommendations from the TRC report continue with defining what is meant by symbolic
reparations:

“SYMBOLIC REPARATION / LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE INTERVENTIONS
Symbolic reparation measures are aimed at restoring the dignity of victims and survivors of gross human
rights violations. These include measures to facilitate the communal process of commemorating the pain
and celebrating the victories of the past. Deponents to the Commission have indicated that these types of
interventions are an important part of coming to terms with the past.” (TRC v5 p187)

Within this definition, the TRC is recognizing the need to create a shared view of the past and
create new cultural narratives79. As previously discussed in section 2.1 (Defining Civil Religion)
and in section 1.5 (Identity Theory), a key factor of identity creation in relation to civil religion is
understanding the attitudes and behaviors expected of the individual as expressed in the
mythologized history of the past espoused in civil religion. The TRC is explicitly recognizing the
power dynamics at play in the creation of history and shared memory and how they affect
identity and relationships with regards to the nation-state.

The TRC recommendations continue explaining what symbolic reparations involve by including
the importance of memorials and monuments in the reconciliation process:

“Memorials/monuments
It is recommended that monuments and memorials be built to commemorate the conflicts and/or victories
of the past. These monuments and memorials should be built in consultation with local government
structures. Local and provincial authorities should establish the necessary mechanisms in this regard.”
(TRC v5 p189)

and recognizes the importance to communities in the erection of monuments and memorials,
including a mandate that government agencies should facilitate the process of creating this form
of public art:

“Monuments and memorials
In response to the requests of many victims and the broader community, the erection of appropriate

79 “People think that the TRC was a mechanism to achieve reconciliation ... that wasn’t the task of the TRC. The
task of the TRC was to create the story of reconciliation and develop this body of evidence about the story.” (Minty
p436)
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monuments/memorials should be considered. The appropriate ministries should put the necessary
mechanisms in place to plan and implement this.” (TRC v5 p190)

This has led to an official policy80 whereby the national and local governments work with
previously restricted communities during the apartheid regime to create public art that reflects
the communiti’s history, identity and hopes for the future. Like NI, SA recognizes that a key
aspect in the creation of a new shared South African identity is creating dignified representations
of previously maligned groups and bolstering group identity while encouraging the adoption of a
new shared national identity where subordinate identities are respected.

5.3 TRC Recommendations Regarding Other Symbols
The TRC did not limit its recommendations for symbolic reparations to monuments and
memorials, but also included place names as a key factor in creating shared spaces and in
formulating a new shared identity. Per the TRC report:

“Renaming of streets and facilities
It is recommended that streets and community facilities be renamed to reflect, remember and honour
individuals or events in particular communities. Local and provincial authorities should be informed about
these requests.” (TRC v5 p189)

and
“Renaming of public facilities
It is recommended that, after careful consideration and consultation, public facilities should be renamed in
honour of individuals or past events. The necessary mechanisms should be put in place by the appropriate
ministries.” (TRC v5 p190)

This recommendation became formal policy regarding place names in SA and was considered an
essential and immediate project despite the costs, confusion and potential conflict involved. The
TRC and South African government recognized the power of names to define place and to
determine who belonged in a given space and understood that renaming was a powerful tool in
the process of creating a new shared cultural narrative.

The renaming of streets, parks, buildings and other public spaces in SA swiftly followed the
1998 release of volumes 1 through 5. Segregated areas within SA that had been forced to endure
names reflecting colonial and apartheid power and mores were the first to be changed. The
changing of these names in and of itself was not divisive, but often getting community consensus
as to what the new name should be (especially when the ease of reverting to pre-colonial place
names did not exist) was hotly contested. Slower to follow, were name changes in white
controlled areas, but continued pressure as SA society changes have continued the process.
Pressure from young people, especially within the last several years and in the context of SA
avidly adopting many of the precepts of Black Lives Matter which has had incredible resonance
in SA, has factored into even the most recalcitrant historically white areas changing place names.
(Gurney)

80 “In South Africa, much attention has been given to analysis of the shifting city landscape and the socio-economic
and political forces at work, with particular emphasis on policy. Cultural inscription or reinscription of the built
environment is additionally an ongoing project of local governments and other urban actors across South Africa as a
means of creating and legitimising new forms of ‘the everyday’.” (Bass & Houghton p415)
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5.4 Public Art Recommendations in Practice
As previously discussed, the official policy in SA following TRC recommendations was to create
new memorials and monuments to represent victims of apartheid and local communities
underrepresented in public art. The process of creating memorial and monuments has been
heavily supported by SA’s government by opening up public spaces to the installation of such
work and by offering a mix of public and private funds for their creation81. This does not;
however, clarify what is to be done with existing public art. While not explicitly addressing the
issue of extant works of public art reflecting norms of the colonial and apartheid eras, the TRC
did assert that:

“Reconciliation does not wipe away the memories of the past. Indeed, it is motivated by a form of memory
that stresses the need to remember without debilitating pain, bitterness, revenge, fear or guilt. It
understands the vital importance of learning from and redressing past violations for the sake of our shared
present and our children’s future.” (TRC v5 p435)

This assertion has been interpreted to mean that existing colonial and apartheid public art should
remain in place while allowing for the installation of new public art that challenges the
assumptions represented in the iconography of extant pieces. The creation of new public art
should reflect community or new national ideals and make clear that colonial and apartheid era
ideals espoused in existing public art are inappropriate. To this end, government bodies should
let individual communities have access to public spaces to install new works of art. Thus, SA has
adopted a discursive model where communities work with artists to create new works that are
placed in physical proximity to colonial and apartheid era public art and form a visual dialogue
between the pieces. SA considers this a way to deal with historicized memory, resolve conflicts
regarding emotional attachment to public art and allows communities to create new narratives
with regards to that public art that address community history with relation to
colonialism/apartheid regime.

Unlike NI projects that provide technical and financial support as well as access to public space
to erect the new works, the SA policy does not involve either financial or technical support and
merely affirms local communities have the right to install their own works that interact in
dialogue with extant works82. Thus, communities are granted physical access and the right to
alter shared spaces without the financial means or technical skills to actually achieve results.
This has led to a slow alteration of public spaces as less financially affluent communities have
had to raise funds and/or wait for artists to offer their assistance.

82 “[T]hat monuments to apartheid should not be destroyed but ‘recontextualised’.” (Minty p432)

81 “Cultural transformation of the lived urban landscape in South Africa has included a changing toponymy of
places, streets and buildings, as well as the creation of sites of remembrance, museums and new architecture, statues
and monuments.” (Bass & Houghton p415)
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One such of group of artists offering assistance to local communities, was the The Black Arts
Collective (BLAC)83, active from 1999– 2003, which worked in conjunction with local
communities to produce art that reflected community identity and the new shared South African
identity and which were meant to exist in dialogue with extant public art pieces. BLAC was also
involved with larger scale urban landscape public art installations in parts of Cape Town where
communities had been displaced or in reinterpreting other public spaces.

Another such group active in Cape Town with regards to creating discursive spaces involving
extant public art work and new additions in the spirit of TRC recommendations was Public Eye.
Their most visible project was ‘Please Turn Over’ which involved:

“Artists working on over 30 projects around the city made interventions at the Rhodes Memorial, to
General Smuts in the Company Gardens, the statues of Jan and Maria van Riebeck on the Heerengracht
and others. Artists were asked to submit proposals and had a great latitude in deciding on their
interventions, the only stipulation being that they could quickly and without any damage be deinstalled.
There were no formal warnings about the appearance of the pieces and the project was successful on a
number of levels, not least because they appeared unannounced, but also because they spoke directly
about a number of issues of power explicit in all forms of monumentalisation.” (Minty p432)

While acting as guerilla art in that it appeared in the public sphere overnight and without
warning, this project actually had support from Cape Town authorities and reflected attempts to
create dialogue between existing colonial and apartheid era public art and the contemporary
context of post-apartheid Cape Town.

The work of collections like BLAC and Public Eye exemplifies the attempts at creating
discursive public art spaces where new works act in dialogue with historically placed works and
create a new narrative of shared space. Further, by acting as an addition to public spaces and
altering the built environment, this approach allows for new and startling interpretations and
reimaginigs of colonial and apartheid civil religion iconography.

5.4.1 When Discursive Public Art Fails
Despite some success with the discursive model, some works of public art proved too
contentious to withstand this format. A prime example of the resistance to this model is the Cecil
Rhodes statue at Cape Town University. A historically white university, the continued display of
the Cecil Rhodes statue became highly contested and was seen as emblematic of historical racial
divisions, anti-black policies and colonial ideals. Further, the statue was seen as a representation
of the slow change in SA society following the end of apartheid especially in historically white
bastions of academia and cultural power84. The pressure to remove the statue became

84 “The Rhodes statue quickly became a symbol for a lack of transformation in South African university culture,
spreading to other historically White campuses and starting a debate about statues in other public spaces.” (Meyer et
al)

83 “BLAC’s mandate was to make visible power relations in the city (especially on a cultural level), to show how
these relations are connected to the geography of the city as well as to race and to find opportunities to engage with
identity-making and the transformation of society through dialogue and action.” (Minty p435)
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increasingly fierce and student activists turned to increasingly extreme measures85 to express
displeasure with the ongoing display of the statue. Attempts were made by university officials to
recontextualize the statue by including informational plaques, but students felt this was
insufficient. Demands that the statue be removed increased until students ultimately sought to
destroy the statue through a variety of means and leading to extensive damage and its removal to
storage by the university. The plinth upon which the statue rested remains a controversial
remnant at Cape Town University and students continue to interact with the plinth making it, as
Kim Gurney states, a “zombie statue”.

5.5 Analysis
The SA approach to hagiographic representations of negative and traumatic events and people in
public art has been to follow a dialogue model whereby local communities create new works that
work in tandem with the extant work to forge a new narrative. The SA model explicitly
recognizes the power of public art to define space, belonging and identity and is working to
create new shared cultural narratives that are in clear response to colonial and apartheid
narratives. This is visually manifest in the discursive policy employed because new public art
adds context to existing works and creates an ongoing visual discussion that is understood by the
viewer. The visual dialogue informs the viewer that this is what used to be accepted as the
appropriate cultural norm, but now a new standard is being set.

Given the aim of reconciliation and creating a new shared national identity, the goal of SA’s
public art policy was not to replace existing public art, but to create new visual imagery that
interacted with and reacted with old iconography to create a new iconographic story that built off
of and responded to the past. This iterative process has not always been welcome, as
demonstrated by the controversies surrounding the Cecli Rhodes statue at Cape Town University,
but it has led to slow and steady changes in the built environment with regards to public art. By
and large, this discursive model appears to be working as it balances the needs of post-apartheid
multiculutural SA with desires to retain historic understandings of the past.

85 “The ‘Rhodes must fall’ campaign started in March 2015 with a Black student at UCT flinging human faeces onto
a statue of Cecil John Rhodes, situated in a central place of the university’s main campus. For years prior to this,
there had been unsuccessful attempts to advocate for the statue’s removal, which is seen as a symbol of colonisation
and exploitation of Black people.” (Meyer et al)
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6.0 Conclusion
This thesis was originally intended to identify best practices for dealing with hagiographic
representations and depictions of traumatic or negative historic events and people in public art
and to provide a cogent argument about why best practices were necessary. Starting from the
supposition that public art is a reflection of public morals and espouses cultural norms, the
intention was to create a definitive framework for how to address favorable representations of a
negative past in public art. Instead, the thesis developed into an argument for why public art does
not merely serve an aesthetic role, but rather that it plays an important part in public narratives,
in fostering social cohesion and in creating a shared national identity in the form of civil religion.
The result is an argument for creating an entirely new theoretical framework for understanding
public art as the iconography of civil religion and a fundamental aspect of identity creation.

All art has a viewpoint, public art is no exception, though it reflects the viewpoint of those who
commissioned and erected it rather than the viewpoint of an individual. Decisions about public
art are guided by the power dynamics and the politics of those paying for the piece and those
who control the public space where the art will be installed. Thus, public art is decidedly a
reflection of politics and power dynamics. To that end, public art acts as iconography for civil
religion and provides a visual narrative of expected behaviors, attitudes and other cultural norms.
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Public art tells the viewer what the appropriate identity to belong in that space is and has a
distinct role in defining who belongs in a space, what they should look like, how they should
behave and the attitudes and beliefs they should hold.

Public art is inherently political in that it reflects the power dynamics of the community where it
is sited and the imagery depicted relates the cultural norms and values of that community. Not
only is public art inherently political in nature, public art is in public spaces and it shapes how
we interact with the landscape, it forms an immediate visual cue in the built space about power
dynamics, beliefs around the “right” ordering of society, and about the appropriate aspects of
identity for belonging in that landscape. Thus, reactions from members of groups excluded from
or adversely represented in public art are not only very much a real response (as opposed to the
accusations of an “imagined” response), but also reflect a true understanding of the iconography
displayed in the public art and the messages it is sending. In short, when someone says that the
public art in a given space is meant to exclude or deride them or the group(s) they belong to, this
is the intended message of the public art because as this thesis has examined, public art has a
decided point of view and an explicit role in transmitting acceptable identities within the civil
religion context. So, while this thesis diverged from its original intention of providing best
practices with how to resolve conflicts regarding public art, it did create a valuable framework
for understanding the role of public art in civil religion and identity creation and the power of
public art to be an explicitly divisive and exclusionary symbol. (Cox)

Further, while the thesis failed in its original intentions, it opens the door for a myriad of other
questions regarding the role of divisive public art and the actions that communities and
governments should undertake. By showing that public art is a powerful tool of civil religion
iconography and the creation of a shared civic and national identity, governments must be
responsive to changing public perceptions of and needs in response to public art. Public art is not
merely a “pretty” aspect of the built environment or an aesthetically pleasing representation of a
shared history, instead it plays a decisive role that is decidedly not neutral or ahistorical in
accessibility and inclusion in public spaces in general and the public sphere in particular86.
Through the culturally understood messages in public art and its official sanction by government
entities that retain control of public art, public art clearly indicates who is and who is not
included in civic and political life.

Future researchers now have a tool that allows them to explain the “heat” behind public art and
move it beyond discussions of “preserving history” and “hurt feelings”. Retaining the status quo
on divisive public art is not merely preserving history because public art is, and has always been,
created within a structure of power dynamics and political processes and therefore reflects ideas
about the right ordering of society and politics and about the appropriate identity of members of

86 “The arts in society cannot be viewed in isolation; they permeate all aspects of life, transforming people’s
environment, their education and their  place within society.” (“Five-year strategic framework for developing the art
2019-2024” p7)
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the nation-state. Further, adverse reactions to exclusionary public art are not merely hurt feelings,
they are a very real and deeply understood reaction to the explicit and implicit messages being
espoused via the iconography of that art.

The introduction of this thesis opened with the premise that public art inherently includes
messages about what a given society believes, values and aspires to. In an attempt to explain why
it is important to address controversies regarding the appropriateness of public art that lauds
traumatic pasts or sanctifies negative historic figures, the intent was to provide an analysis of
how some countries have chosen to address these controversies. The thesis was intended to argue
that these controversies were not “imagined” or “petty” and instead reflected an understanding of
public art’s role in identity formation and social cohesion. Ultimately, in the course of the
research to build upon that idea, a new theoretical framework began to emerge which argues that
public art directly affects identity creation and group cohesion and that it functions as the
iconography of civil religion.

In section 1, the relevance of examining public art was explained given current events and the
political “heat” surrounding this topic. Section 1 also examined previous research which begins
to hint at the proposed framework, while a series of research questions and the thesis question:

“With the understanding of public art as a highly visible aspect of civil religion where public art serves a
narrative function within civil religion to convey cultural norms and national ideals while fostering clear
concepts of inclusion/exclusion, what are the appropriate ways for countries to deal with traumatic pasts
and complex or negative historical figures and their potentially hagiographic art depictions?”

are proposed. Ultimately, in the course of this research, no definitive answers to this thesis
question are given, instead an entirely new framework for understanding the role of public art is
proposed and the creation of new avenues of research and new questions for exploration. The
thesis question provided a starting point for examining the role of public art in society and
guided research into why public art proves to be so emotionally charged.

Section 1 continues to explain identity theory and its contributing sub-theories and how they
influence analysis of the elements of the theoretical framework explored in section 2. Section 1
also explained the research method employed and provided context for the selection of Northern
Ireland and South Africa as case studies. Section 2 laid out the elements essential to
understanding the role of public art within the context of civil religion by defining the concepts
of not only civil religion, but also public art; monuments and memorials; and, built spaces and
universal design. Further, cultural context regarding historical and contemporary attitudes
concerning the purpose of public art were explored and the varying aspects of how religion
manifests, especially with regards to cultural narrative creation, were defined using the
dimensions of religion.

Section 3 is the meat of the analysis for understanding the proposed theoretical framework that
public art functions as the iconography of civil religion and therefore plays a key role in identity
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creation. In section 3, public art is argued to function as civil religion iconography while civil
religion is argued to rely on identity theory to obtain and maintain its relevance. Returning to an
understanding of the dimensions of religion and understanding how social context informs
identity creation in identity theory, cultural narratives are shown to be essential in identity
formation as they involve overt and covert transmission of how to appropriately adopt a given
identity. Section 3 also examines how identity creation is influenced by civil religion
iconography and the underlying messages this iconographic vocabulary reflects. Lastly, this
section closes by exploring how messages in the built environment convey ideas about belonging
and function as a physical manifestation of who should and should not have membership in the
nation-state.

Sections 4 and 5 are the case studies involving policies and projects to alter the built environment
and public art in an effort to affect cultural narratives and create new shared identities. In both
Northern Ireland and South Africa, these alterations to public art and other aspects of the built
environment occurred after periods of immense social division along ethno-religious or
racial-linguistic lines, and the involved governments fully recognized the need to alter existing
cultural fault lines by fostering new cultural narratives and encouraging shared spaces. Both
nations proposed policies that were meant to alter the built environment and directly influence
the messages conveyed about identity and belonging in these environments. Further, these
changes were made with the clear understanding that the messages conveyed by the built
environment had the power to alter larger cultural narratives and affect changes in identity
creation and group cohesion.

Thus, the interaction of civil religion, identity and public art creates a new way to understand the
powerful impact upon members of the nation-state and moves discussions of the role of public
art in general and of divisive public art, especially public art that is hagiographic towards
negative and/or traumatic histories and figures, outside of activist circles and moves these
questions squarely into the wider cultural and political discourse. By refusing to engage in
discourse regarding controversial public art, governments must understand that they are
implicitly approving the message that this art sends and a determination must be made if that
message remains a valid one in the current cultural context. Unfortunately, there are no clear
answers as to the appropriate method to handling public art, instead there is a clear directive that
this is an issue that cannot be ignored and that will repeatedly be raised as communities change
and ideals regarding identity and inclusion in the nation-state evolve.
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